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Wall Coating Issue
When C-Sharpe commenced the sealant installation portion of the project excessive delamination and peeling of

the existing coating was observed. With this observation, a call to our BASF Master Builders representaive Russell Smith
was made. Once on property he performed the ASTMD-3359 adhesion test on the existing coating of the breezeway
walls. As seen in the pictures below the adhesion test failed. This is of great concern because the existing coating
must have proper adhesion to the substrate in order for new coatings to be applied. Once the test failed, Russell
recommended a coating change. Together P + B & C-Sharpe have come up with a new plan of action that is cost effective,
waterproof, and eliminates this problem in the future. There is going to be a change order issued out of necessity. Master
Builders will not warranty their coatings unless the failed coating are first removed. The new scope has been approved and is
as follows: Eliminate the original plan to use an elastomeric coating. Replace it with a high build acrylic coating called
HB 200. This is a smooth water based coating that has excellent weathering properties, very durable, abrasions resistant,
and masks substrate imperfections. Along with this product change we have the issue of removing the existing
coating that has failed. C-Sharpe is now doing a more aggressive form of pressure washing using a turbo tip to remove
all disbonded coatings from the walls. This is a much more labor intensive process and take more time
to complete than the traditional pressure washing performed to remove only dirt & debris.
There will be a mock up of the southside balcony ceilings next week to help determine if the more aggressive pressure
washing will be necessary there as well.
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Deck Coating Issue
Earlier this week we received confirmation of the product that is currently on the southside balcony decks. It is a Tremco
polyurethane based coating. This deck coating is a lower end 2 step coating that is known within the coating industry as
having adhesion issues within its own product line.
Per our current contract with C-Sharpe we are scheduled to go back with 2 coats of an acrylic coating from the Master Builders
line. Unfortunately, acrylic and polyurethane are not compatible and will have adhesion issues just like the ones the building is
currently experiencing. Consequently we cannot use the acrylic with out first grinding off the old coating, and that is not an
option at this time.
Since we will not knowingly go forward with an incompatible product we are researching alternatives. We are hoping to have
some more information to the board by mid to end of next week.

Example of existing coating failure.

